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The Boy’s Wish (Ding) 
by William Wines 

The metallic doors slide open, the view at head height of a young boy. His blue eyes 
are faded like a dark, stormy sky, droopy and soulless. His short and messy, light 
ash-brown fringe is partially drooped over his eyes, his depressive expression as if a 
ghost has sucked away his soul. Shadows swallow his face as he drops his head to 
the floor, only his pinky upturned nose catches the glare of the LED lights. He steps 
out of the elevator and starts making his way down the corridor, his navy-blue 
hoodie hiding most of his head, with the exception for his ash-brown hair 
protruding out the top. The boy glances at two figures as they pass him, a mother 
who’s clutching her daughter’s hand tightly with a distressed look upon her face, 
and the daughter who’s looking forward blankly, her face pale like the moon. 
Wrapped tightly around the daughter’s wrist, is a medical bandage with a knitted-on 
small bit of paper that has, in green, ‘P.36’ written on it. The mother’s suffocating 
dark blue, almost purple gaze flicks to the boy, who instinctively looks back down to 
the bland concrete floor. The mother and daughter’s footsteps clank as they enter 
the elevator, the boy turning to see the mother with a worried look as she grasps 
both of the daughter's hands, and just as she goes to speak the metal doors slam 
shut.  

 
The boy navigates his way through the maze-like clinic, reaching a corridor that 
splits off to the left, and a dead end straight ahead that is blocked off by large, red 
metal doors. His face starts to beam a hopeful smile as he lifts his head up and spots 
room 151, the shadows from his face vanish as an ocean-blue overpowers the dark 
stormy-blue that colours his eyes. The boy jolts, startled by a high-pitched shriek 
and the noise of a door thumping against a wall. He looks right towards where the 
sound came from and through the red doors a lady dressed in a white doctor's outfit 
leaves an opened room, a frustrated look on her face. She stomps down a corridor 
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away from the red doors, her heels producing a muffled echo fade as she disappears 
around a corner. The boy cautiously walks over to the red doors, peering through 
the small vertical windows, his focus trained on the room the lady left, the sound of 
faint sniffling coming from within. His eyes light up, glittering like stars as he 
hesitantly reaches his hand for the red door, before suddenly reeling back. 
 


